Publishing Management

Our history

What we do

Swales & Willis was founded in 1998 to

Our experienced project managers will see

provide project management services

your book or journal project through from

to academic publishers. Since then we

manuscript to final deliverables, including

have continued to grow with the industry

copy-editing, typesetting, proofreading,

and are now a global supplier of print

indexing, artwork assessment and redraws,

and digital services to a wide variety of

and digital supply – or any combination

academic publishing clients, both in the

of these elements, depending on your

with these clients is built on the foundation
of superb editorial work, vast publishing
and project management experience, and
our willingness to embrace cutting-edge
technologies to our clients’ advantage.
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requirements.

Thank you again for the efficiency and
reliability of your company’s production

‘‘

UK and overseas. Our excellent reputation

process. I have much experience with
the publishing of books, and I have

found this experience a superior one.
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What we can offer:
Proven excellence in editorial and project management services
A friendly, approachable and personal ethos
Flexibility to adapt to the requirements of each project
A variety of electronic deliverables alongside traditional print products
XML-first workflows
Cloud-based proofing

A commitment to editorial quality
and embracing new technologies
All our project managers are native English
speakers and university graduates, trained by
us to have exceptional standards and editorial
expertise. We use only onshore editorial freelance
suppliers as we believe this ensures the high
editorial standards we and our clients expect.
Our offshore partners supply large-capacity
typesetting services and innovative digital
solutions, including XML-first workflows and
cloud-based editing and proofing suites. This
system gives us flexibility in choosing the right
suppliers for our customers, and means that we
can deliver our projects on time, and on budget.
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LOCATIONS

Innovation Centre, University of Exeter

Southernhay East, Exeter

Swales & Willis Ltd
Innovation Centre, Rennes Drive,
University of Exeter, EX4 4RN, UK
www.swaleswillis.co.uk
T +44 1392 950 910
E enquiries@swaleswillis.co.uk
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